Mercerizing Machine OPTIMERC HYBRID
By adding chain sections the OPTIMERC roller mercerizing can be upgraded to OPTIMERC HYBRID. According to the arrangement in the inlet or between mercerizing and stabilizing section, chain sections serve to prepare the fabric prior to mercerizing or for width adjustment prior to stabilizing. The intercalated chain section can also be used for pre-stabilizing in the preset width adjustment by means of additional weak lye backfills. Consequently the OPTIMERC HYBRID provides the production of nearly all kind of fabrics, i.e. from standardized products to colored woven or light outerwear. Menzel mercerizing ranges are compatible with lye recovery systems and thus result in a reduction of lye consumption as well as operating costs. OPTIMERC mercerizing ranges are fully automated due to the process control system OPTICONTROL and based on the online recorded set values as well as data of the lye management system.